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The March 2020 Role-Playing The Social SimulationSo persona 5[a] single-player category commonly known as Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 5 is the sixth version of the Persona series (ペシ) developed by Atlus. Persona series is a spin-off Shin Megami Tensei , a larger series of games. Persona 5 was released in
September 2016 in Japan for PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4 and worldwide in April 2017. The game was released by Atlus in Japan and North America and Deep Silver in Europe and Australia. The extended version includes many new features and content. Persona 5 Royal was released on PlayStation 4 in Japan in
October 2019 and worldwide in March 2020. Persona 5 takes place in modern Tokyo and follows a high school student known as the Joker who moved to a new school after being accused of assaulting a man and being detained. Throughout the school year, he and other students woke up to special powers, forming a
group of dark knights called Phantom Thief of Hearts. They discover the metaverse, a supernatural realm born of the subconscious desire of mankind, to steal evil intentions from the hearts of adults. As with previous versions in the series, the group uses personas to battle enemies known as shadows. The game
combines role-playing elements with social simulation situations. Persona 5 was developed by P-Studio, a studio powered by Atlus play and producer Hashino Katsura. Along with Hashino, staff from previous persona plays including character designer Shigenori Soejima and composer Shoji Meguro were also present.
Preparations began while Persona 4 grew and, following Catherine's release in 2011, began to focus on development. First announced in 2013, Persona 5 was postponed because the game had not yet been completed. The theme of the play revolves around achieving freedom from the constraints of modern society,
while its story is strongly inspired by picaresque novels, the group Persona based on outcasts and literary rebels. Gameplay There are 2 types of games throughout the game: Normal Life (above), and Metaverse Discovery (below). Persona 5 is a role-playing video game in which a player plays a high school student,
code and this Joker who lives and attends school in modern Tokyo for 1 year. The game is controlled by a day and night cycle system and weather system that will identify general behavior similar to social simulation games. The year in the game takes place according to the story and random events when the Joker
goes to school. He can do part-time work, engage in entertainment or create combat items. Each other activity will increase the attributes of the character, allowing an in-house effect in battle. [1] [2] [3] [4] When in the real world, the protagonist can develop relationships with other characters known as Confidants -
developed from the social links mechanism that appears in Persona 3 and Persona 4. With this system, the protagonist can chat and increase their relationships with other characters he encounters, some of which may develop into feelings. Leveling near team members opens up various uses in combat, such as the
ability to Baton Pass, after causing a fatal blow, it is possible to pass your turn to another teammate and be strengthened by a temporary attack. Level higher confidants with non-combatants who will be rewarded with other types of rewards such as unlocking items and pages experience points and saddles. In addition to
normal school life, dungeon explorers are with two different types in an empire called the Metaverse: dungeons dedicated to the game of a conspiracy called Palaces - Palaces and Dungeons of Mementos. Both appear profusely with shadows - monsters that are born of humans, and carry mostly negative human
emotions. In mementos, the team can execute requests from un playable characters (NPC) received from the Confidant reference. In the expedition, the team must hide to avoid looking at shadows and some areas containing solvable puzzles using a visual skill known as the Third Eye, which emphasizes objects that can
communicate and shows the enemy's power over the group. When examining the palaces for the plot, a warning panel is displayed when the group is spotted or running away during a fight, the warning bar increases. If it reaches 100%, the group is forced to leave the palaces. The warning bar can be lowered by
carrying out surprise attacks and destroying enemies, while automatically dropping overnight later. There are so-called safe rooms throughout the palace. In particular, players can save the game, recover and quickly move to other safe rooms in the palace. As with previous versions in the series, the game uses a turn-
based system: battles can be launched when the party rushes to the enemy, or they can launch an unexpected attack and gain an advantage in battle. During the battle, the group can use both melee weapons and weapons, in addition to being able to summon persona - creatures that physically manifest a person's
psychology and subconscious mind. [5] If a character attacks the weaknesses of the enemy, they will shoot down the enemy and be rewarded with one more move. If all enemies are hit, Hold Up is activated. On the one hand, the party can launch a brutal All-Out Attack, demand money or items, or have negotiations.
Shadow's successful negotiation to become joker's new Persona: Shadow can only be persuaded if the level of the joker is equal to or higher than them. As in previous versions, team members can be beeeed, and if the protagonist is defeated, the game ends. Sometimes, if a member of a group is defeated, they can be
captured by the enemy and cannot return to the group if negotiations fail. New personas get out of the battle through successful negotiations, different types of persona are expressed through various primary hidden letters associated with the confidante. Persona can be combined, or united in a velvet room, an empire
that the Joker visits as part of a journey through the story. In a velvet room, a new Persona can be combined with a guillotine anxiety process, with skills and indicators inherited from the old Persona used to fit. The more skills that the old Persona had, the more transferred to the persona to be unified. The power of
personas depends on the degree of his connected confidant reference. In addition, Personas can be sacrificed in different ways, such as Hanging, which will have the experience of a persona who sacrificed for the next selected Persona and Electric Chair – sacrificing one to create a high-end object. Persona can also be
saved into solitary confinement, where they will need to undergo intensive training and acquire other skills faster than usual. The number of days that a persona must maintain to increase performance based on its primary hidden power. The player element is integrated into the game through thieves guild. Like the Vox
Populi system from Persona 4 Golden, players have the ability to view what other players have done on any given day. Players can send each other messages, in addition to adversely affecting the player alert panel, they also help in battle when a team member is a hostage to the enemy. [6] Context and Persona 5
characters takes place in the Persona universe, revolves around a group of high school students using Personas, the physical manifestations of their internal psychology. Persona 5 is located in modern Tokyo, in April 20XX (2016), with real cities including Akihabara, Shinjuku and Shibuya. In addition to the larger
environment, there are also specific locations such as shops, restaurants and cinemas are available. The main setting during the game takes place at Shujin Academy, the high school where the protagonist attends. The second main area is the Metaverse, a supernatural realm consisting of physical manifestations of
human subconscientious auses. In the metaverse, those with huge desires form their own unique Palace, modeled after their skewed perception of the world, along with a shadowy version of them having treasure symbolizing their desires. As with previous sessions, the appearance of the Velvet Room, the place that
exists for the development of persona users changes the landscape depending on the current guest: in Persona 5, the room has the shape of a prison. The character played by the player is a silent protagonist, a popular feature in other games Persona, nicknamed the Joker. He becomes the leader of a group of knights
called the Phantom Thief of Hearts, which changes the hearts of criminals and other evil people through the metaverse to turn them into good people. The group also included individual student Ryuji Sakamoto, models Ann Takamaki and Morgana, a mysterious cat-like creature. During the game, more people joined the
group, including painting prodigy Yusuke Kitagawa, president of the student council Makoto Niijima, hikikomori hacker Futaba Sakura, and daughter of the president of the large corporation Haru Okumura. Those who communicate with the Joker are Goro Akechi, a high school detective; Sae Niijima, prosecutor and
Makot's sister; and those in The Velvet Room, Igor and assistants Caroline and Justine. The Joker also collaborates with others, including his nipple and adoptive father Futaba, Sojiro Sakura, classmate Yuuki Mishima, his teacher and also part-time servant Sadayo Kawakami, barrel player Shinya Oda, journalist Ichiko
Ohya, seer Chihaya Mifune, shogi master Hifumi Togo, Dr. Tae Takemi, politician Toranosuke Yoshida, and model gun shop owner Munehisa Iwai. Ngat plot at the beginning of the game, the protagonist is in the casino with his teammates. Police stormed and he fled with the help of his accomplices but eventually
captured again. He was then taken to the interrogation room, drugged by police, beaten and forced to sign charges that had nothing to do with it. Prosecutor Sae Niijima then appears and asks him what happened during the year and most of what you play in the game is what the Joker says to Sae. It begins when the
Joker travels to Tokyo to stay with his family friend Sojiro Sakura, the owner of a cafe called Café Leblanc, and attends Shujin Academy for a year after being on probation to protect a woman from a drunk man who is tortured in the street and he falsely accuses him of assault , which led to the eviction from the old school.
During the night he moved upstairs to the cafe, he appeared in the Velvet Room, where Igor and Caroline and Justine were also detained. On his first day in Shujin, the protagonist meets classmate Ann Takamaki, who went to school, and Ryuji Sakamoto, who leads him to school. However, after Ryuji complained to
fitness teacher Suguru Kamoshida, who drove Ann to school. He and the character accidentally activate a mysterious application on the protagonist's phone. Let them go into the strange world of fantasy, where their location of the school becomes a castle full of monsters. In it, they meet someone identical to Kamoshida
as he prepares to kill them, the Joker awakens his Personality: Arsène and saves them two from death. Here he also meets Morgana - a creature like cats, can stand, talk and also has his own Persona named Zorro (in the real world, Morgana will be like a normal cat). Ryuji later awakens his own Persona, Captain Kidd.
Morgana said that changing the hearts of the bad by stealing their treasures would make them good people, the source of their behavioral emotions, from palaces ruled by their true subconscious. Ann later joins a group who are accidentally drawn into the Metaverse and discover Kamoshida's real personality after
witnessing her boyfriend Shiho Suzui attempt suicide because Kamoshida hurt her and also woke up Carmen's persona. The whole group soon formed a group called Phantom Thieves Heart and steal the treasure from the palace of Kamoshida, left behind a battle card to prove its existence, make the treasure appear,
and eventually prevent the protagonist and Ryuji from being expelled from school, when Kamoshida pleads guilty to abusing his students. In the group, the protagonist's code name is the Joker, Ryuji's skull, Ann's Panther and Morgana's Mona. The trio also promised to help Morgana investigate inside Mementos as
deeply as possible, recover lost memories and discover their own origins. Meanwhile, Mishima, the protagonist of the class leader, promises him that he will paint for his mistake helping Kamoshida by opening Fanant Thief fansite, where people ask the group to change the hearts of villains. In investigating Mememtos,
the team found Shadow had a problem with former painting consultant Ichiryusai Madarame. Soon get caught up in this mess when Ann is approached by madarame's current student, Yusuke Kitagawa, who wants Ann's model for him. They find that Madarame imitated his student work for his personal benefit and
decides to try to get more information from Yusuke, but did not achieve it, but discovered the Palace of Maradame, a massive art museum that depicts all its students as their previous works of art. In her plan to move closer to the treasure, Ann agrees with the model for Yusuke, while Morgana tries to break the door lock
in the real world, eventually revealing the truth about Madarame yusuke. Ann and Morgana panic when Madarame threatens to call the police, arrives at the palace and yusuke happens to be with them, where he confronts Shadow Madarame, which shows that he was somewhat causing Yusuke's mother's death and that
he woke up his Persona Goemon. After stealing the treasure and defeating Shadow Madarame, Madarame publicly apologizes for his parody, and Yusuke joins Phantom Thief under the code name Fox, trying to develop his own artistic style after being abused for years. A few days later, teen star Goro Akechi appeared
on television, condemning Phantom Thief as a crime that disrupted people's hearts. During this time, Shujin Student Council President Makoto Niijima was arrested by the main Kobayakawa pushed the Phantom Thief to find an identity to help police, unaware that the director had any undercover athletes. She later
discovers the protagonist, Ryuji, Ann, and Yusuke are members of Phantom Thieves and asks them to help her investigate the criminal group. The protagonist uses his contacts to discover a gang led by Junya Kaneshiro, but they are unable to solve the problem that led to Makoto confronting Kaneshiro himself, causing
them all to get into trouble when trying to blackmail them for millions of yen. However, it allowed them to discover Kaneshiro's Palace of Nature as a bank that enveloped Shibuya and Makoto disgusted with the nature of Kaneshiro's actions and her own ina power in solving the problem that woke her persona like
Johanna. With Makoto's help as a strategist for the Phantom Thief codename Queen, he successfully steal Kaneshiro's treasure, free them from his extortion and get him arrested. During the summer holidays, Phantom Thieves were provoked by a group of hackers named Medjed who threatened to identify and disclose
the identity of the gang. At the same time, the group is suddenly approached by another mysterious hacker named Alibaba, who promises to help the group fight Medjed if the group helps Alibaba with something to steal its own heart. Alibaba shares led them to find that Alibaba is none other than Futaba Sakura, Sojiro's
adoptive daughter, who returned to her after witnessing her mother's death. At Futaba Palace, shaped like a tomb that she feels trapped in, they find that Futaba wants her treasure stolen to liberate her thoughts of suicide and her guilt over her mother's death. When Futaba discovers that she can also enter her own
palace, she faces her own shadow, while Phantom Thieves confronts her perception of her mother Wakaba Isshiki, who has become a monster in her mind. When Futaba finally accepts that she is not to blame for her mother's death, her shadow transforms into persona necronomicon, allowing her to help Phantom Thief
turn the fight against Successfully change your heart and liberate your feelings of guilt. Phantom Thieves also found that Wakaba studied the dog's perception, had some connection to their ability to enter the Metaverse and was also involved in her death. When the summer vacation ended and Futaba spent her first day
out, she joined an Oracle group. Phantom Thieves delve into the newly created glory, starting with shipping and overseas travel to Hawaii. The group then opened a fanite vote to ask their supporters to choose their next target. However, due to the impact of fame made them less sensitive to the problems of others. This
includes Morgana, who began to worry about her identity, role and values in the group. However, after returning from a trip from Hawaii, the group regained consciousness when they discovered Principal Kobayakawa mysteriously died en route to the police station. During the goals met in the poll Kunikazu Okumura
suddenly began to ask whether they should focus exclusively on public opinion. However, their famous thirst caused misunderstandings and sparked controversy between Morgan and the rest of the group, despite Morgan's identity eventually leading to him leaving the group to prove himself, claiming he would catch the
culprit for the mysterious suicide. Worried about him, Phantom Thieves is investigating the Okumura Palace, which resembles a space station. Along the way, they find that he only treats his employees like interchangeable machines. Although it forced them to infiltrate his palace, they discovered that Morgana was with
someone who could pass Palace's biometric scanner, and the next day they discovered that there was none other than Okumura's daughter Haru Okumura, who claimed she also wanted to change her father's stomach to end mistreatment of her employee. However, this is only a secondary reason, the main reason is
because she was used by her father for her own purposes by ensuring marriage to Sugimura, the son of an influential politician. Finally between Morgana and others is changed through her shared desire to help Haru after her violent confrontation with her fiancé. In addition, Haru encourages Morgana to overcome his
fear of being a man, allowing him to re-join Phantom Thieves. Haru also joined the team under the code name Noir, then woke up her Persona Milady when confronted with a cognitive version of Sugimura in her father's palace. Together, Phantom Thieves steals Okumura's treasure and changes his heart, but after he
leaves his shadow behind, another appears in the palace and kills Okumura's shadow. While Phantom Thieves celebrated Haru's success in Tokyo Destinyland, they were made to see Mr. Okumura die on live television after a mental meltdown. The public gradually believed that phantom thieves were responsible for this



death, which made them notorious and hated. During a later inquest, Haru overhies that Principal Kobayakawa also received a war card, causing her to question whether Phantom Thieves was also behind the death of the director, which everyone knew was not true. The event in turn also increased Akechi's popularity,
leading to schools inviting him to attend cultural festivals. In a statement, Akechi revealed he guessed the identity of Phantom Thieves, but before announcing it, he received a call and asked the group to speak privately with him. He reveals to them everything he identified as Phantom Thieves, and even has a photo of
them on the metaverse. But he says he can't be held responsible for it because he also entered the Metaverse and came across the real culprit and survived by being the persona of Robin Hood in self-defense. She joins a group under the code name Crow and persuades them to infiltrate the palace of prosecutor Sae
Niijima, Makot's sister, when she discovers that her sense of justice has been disgraced and needs to change her heart before falsely accusing someone of being a Phantom Thief. Niijima Palace, which has been turned into a fraudulent casino, will find the desired origin She will be convicted regardless of the price,
successfully defeat her shadow and persuade her to change her ways, suddenly Palace is infiltrated by dozens of police officers from the real world. The protagonist agrees to distract the police himself, helping his teammates escape. When he was arrested, the officer said one of his friends sold him. Detained by police,
the protagonist is drugged, beaten and forced to sign a false confession until Sae enters his cell to interrogate him, which is when the game begins. Depending on how the protagonist answers Sae's question will lead to different results, if revealing the names of his friends and teammates will lead to a bad ending, when
the traitor is murdered, or if the drug begins to run out and he remembers the truth , convince the Sae that the game will continue and lead to a good ending. Sae would then take his cell phone and give it to Akechi on the way out of the interrogation room. After Sae leaves, and she passes Akechi in the hallway, Akechi
speaks to the protagonist himself, takes the guard gun and kills the guard and protagonist, then calls his superiors Masayoshi Shido that he succeeded in his mission. If the protagonist manages to convince the Sae of the truth, she will show Akechi the phone and receive instructions from Alibaba at the other end of the
line to do as she says. The next day, it was reported that the leader of the Phantom Thieves had committed suicide while in custody, but the gang members knew the truth. They all met in Leblanc the next day, the protagonist still alive and well. Never steal Sae's treasure, which Makoto persuaded Shadow Sae to create
a cognitive copy of his interrogation room, the protagonist and guardian in the metaverse, as the Palace expands to the police station. They all found out Akechi had a conspiracy against them in the first place, after Morgana reminded him months ago that Akechi had heard him speak on a TELEVISION station, but only
those who heard him speak in the Metaverse could hear him speak in the form of one. in the real world. With the help of Sojiro and Sae, Phantom Thieves realizes that they were manipulated by Masayoshi Shido in the first place when he conspired to use Phantom Thieves to increase his popularity with people to
become prime minister, and he used Wakaba Isshiki to study cognitive ability to control metaverses on his own. Indeed, all the other palaces they infiltrated had some direct connection to Shido's plan: Director Kobayakawa deliberately let Kamoshida abuse students and tried to use makoto erg from the controversy
surrounding the school, Madarame is a working director sponsored by Shido, as well as the extortion plot Kaneshiro , Impulsive Medjed is one of the limbs of Shido, who intends to admit defeat to boost the popularity of Phantom Thieves' (Futaba's break-in was a surprise event but was ignored because it was in his
favor), and Okumura was also part of the conspiracy that hacked the Phantom Aficionado website to push Okumura to the top of its charts so they could blame The Murders. The confrontation with Shido then reminds the protagonist that Shido was the one who led to his arrest at the beginning of the year, all parts of his
attempt to keep his clean record and win the election of a Japanese prime minister without opposition. After acknowledging that he believes the National Diet is the ship he must drive, Phantom Thieves infiltrates Shido Palace to find a cruise ship passing through the sinking of Tokyo, where they confront cognitive
creatures that Shido tried to turn into thick shadows to protect him. After the defeat of these five men, they face Akechi, who realizes that the protagonist is not yet dead. He fights the Phantom Thieves, reveals his innate powers and admits he is behind all the mysterious deaths before. This is part of his plan to bring
Shido to power and then seize that power when he reveals to the new prime minister that it is his, all as revenge for causing his mother to commit suicide. When he was finally defeated by the Phantom Thieves, he made his own heart. Go crazy and summon his real Persona, Loki, to fight them again. After successfully
defeating him again, Shido's version of Shido's perception of Akechi seems to kill the real Akechi, shido guesses that Akechi is his son and that he cannot compromise his powers. However, Akechi realizes his mistake and helps Phantom Thieves, locking him in a room with his own version of awareness and flooding that
will flood to kill both of them and save the other. Then, Phantom Thieves reached the site of the treasure, and returned to the real world to film a video broadcast all over Japan that their leader was still alive, and that Shido would pay for his misconduct. They successfully defeat Shadow Shido, but it makes Shido realize
that something is wrong, so try to kill phantom thieves by making a temporary poison to kill himself, destroying his palace and everyone inside. But Phantom Thieves survived, and Shido's aides discovered that the group had successfully changed its heart, causing them to panic, especially after admitting all their
wrongdoing live on television. However, no one seems to think that phantom thieves, who they believe do not exist, have nothing to do with it and Shido is simply sick. This prompted Phantom Thieves to investigate Mementos on Christmas Eve to change all hearts by stealing public treasure. They found that people in
Tokyo suddenly decided to allow them to be imprisoned by society in general, that it would be easier to allow them to participate in a greater force of control than to decide on their own lives. Deep in Mementos, they find a public treasure, a giant Holy Grail, telling them and asking them to listen to his power. They
unsuccessfully defeated the Holy Grail and were driven out of Mementos, then noticed that Shibuya and Mementos began to unite together, and they were all disappearing because Phantom Thieves were already appearing in public perception. The protagonist wakes up in velvet room one again, where Igor scolded him
for failure, and ordered Caroline and Justine to executed him. After a battle that causes the protagonist to almost die, the two girls realize that something is strange, and ask the main character to put them together, just as they have joined personas for him over the past year. It turns two of them back into their original
shape: Lavenza. Later, Lavenza reveals that Igor is a cheater who created all the events of the past year against the protagonist in the game to decide the fate of mankind and that the protagonist and Akechi are players. Fake Igor then gives the protagonist a choice: either allow him to control humanity and become his
assistant, restore the world to normal, but will act, or refuse to support him. If he accepts it, bad results will begin to unfold, but not before Lavenza expresses his frustration with him for accepting a false God's agreement. If he refuses, Igor leaves to become one with the Holy Grail again, and Lavenza reveals Igor was
actually stuck here all the time and the protagonist's friends still live elsewhere in the velvet room's prison. After the liberation of his friends, Lavenza and Igor helped him return to Tokyo, and Morgana finally remembers that the real Igor created him using humanity's free hope to find and support a person who could help
him on the way to stopping evil for the Holy Grail. Phantom Thieves carry out their true ultimate mission to destroy the Holy Grail, friends and people with contacts (Phan-site administrator Yuuki Mishima, home teacher Sadayo Kawakami, Dr. Tae Takemi, model gun shop owner Munehisa Iwai, Treasurer Chihaya Mifune,
investigative journalist Ichiko Ohya, video game prodigy Shinya Oda , Shogi expert Hifumi Togo, former politician Toranosuke Yoshida and Sojiro Sakura and Sae Niijima) gathered the public, leading them to believe that Phantom Thieves existed and revealed the horrors around them. Phantom thieves defeated the
Shadows of 4,300 angels; Uriel, Raphael, Gabriel and Michael along the way and try to reach the Holy Grail again and fight, but it transformed into its true form, the god Yaldabaoth, who punishes phantom thieves with various Seven Sins, until the public finally believes in phantom thieves, enough to help them escape
Yaldabaoth's control. This allows the protagonist to wake up Persona Satanael to finally destroy Yaldabaoth and save humanity. This caused the Metaverse to completely disappear, and Morgana sent goodbye to her friends. Everyone is rescued, and Tokyo is back to normal, the gang decides to hold a party to celebrate
their success on Christmas Eve. However, Sae meets with the protagonist, told him that in order to prosecute Shido, he must go to the police himself to give testimony so that none of his friends are arrested, as Akechi, the perpetrator behind the sudden deaths, was reported missing. Team members learned of the
terrible news the other day and spent the next few months trying to free him, as did all his other relatives. In the spring, Shido was successfully tried and all actions prompted the woman he saved the previous year to give testimony, help him free and erase his criminal history. Now a free man, the protagonist returns to
Tokyo for the last time to spend another day with his friends before returning to his hometown. Morgana also returns, surviving a metaverse demise as everyone on phantom thieves' team keeps him in his view. He decides to spend the rest of his life with the protagonist to see if there is a way to help him truly become a
human being. After spending Valentine's Day in Leblanc, the protagonist returns home with friends by his side, taking him back to his hometown. Persona 5 Royal In Persona 5 Royal, two new characters interact with Phantom Thief: Kasumi Yoshizawa, a successful aerobics athlete who moves to Shujin at the same time
as the Joker and Takuto Maruki, a school counselor hired after Kamoshida is caught up in everything. Kasumi awakens his Personality after calling the Joker at the New Palace in Odaiba. Maruki, one by one talk to each member Phantom thieves, knowing their deepest desires. Early the following year, the Joker found
reality distorted; Akechi was released for no reason, and the deepest wishes of all members of Phantom Thief became a reality. Joker, Akechi, and Kasumi investigate the palace in Odaiba, at the end of the palace, Phantom Thief learns that Maruki is the owner of the palace and is one of the first researchers in cognitive
abilities. As he was preparing to marry his fiancee Rumi, her parents were killed in a house break-in. The culprit was informed, but Rumi fell into post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), which led to her suffering from catatonic disease. In Maruki's despair, an unknown agent approached him and mysteriously gave Maruki
the power to help Rumi overcome the death of his parents, at the cost of losing memories of their relationship. Through The Influence of Yaldabaoth, Maruki also controls Mementos, which usurped her from Phantom Thief after admitting his wish to him during a counselling session. Maruki reveals that Kasumi is actually
Sumire, Kasumi is her twin sister, and Sumire impersonate Kasumi to overcome the pain of the death of Kasumi, who died in a car accident, and gives the Joker time to decide whether to accept his idealized reality. The Joker recalls the Phantom Thief and Sumire their real life and they agreed to change Maruki's heart.
In early February, the Joker learns from Maruki that Akechi was brought back to reality out of the Joker's desire to save him, and whether he would continue to live depends on the joker's acceptance of Maruki's world. Selecting a player at this point will result in different links. To get a good result, the Joker must reject
Maruki's offer and Phantom Thief will beat Maruki the next day. Reality returns to normal, and when Akechi disappears, the Joker finds himself back in prison, but with the help of the Phantom Thief and others, he is released. At the last meeting following the release of the Joker, each member of Phantom Thief decides to
continue his future. On the day he prepares to return home, the Joker escapes government agents support both Phantom Thief and Maruki Da, who is currently a taxi driver. Sumire will find him at the station and say goodbye to him. Backstage footage obtained through certain gaming requirements shows a person like
Akechi walking through a window on the Joker's home train. The development of Persona 5 was developed by P-Studio over five years, a game factory in Atlus that took on the entire Persona series. Ashcraft, Brian (24. Persona Developers Making New ... Persona. Kotaku. Original archive March 3, 2016. Acquired
September 5, 2014.  The development was prepared in 2008, around the same time as the release of Persona 4, and finally proceeded to develop in 2011 around the same time as catherine's release. [9] [10] The development director, Hashino Katsura, said Persona 5 will be the last game he developed as a P-Studio
leader after he left the studio and set up a new workshop called Team Zero to focus on another project. [11] [12] Initially only 40 people were involved in the production, this number continuing to rise to 70, including director of design Maeda Naoya. The development process was a major challenge for the team, which led
to various changes and due to hardware problems. [13] Received Received Review Total ScoreThe combined house scoreMetacritic93/100[14]Royal: 95/100[15]ScoreThe score Is4Players91/100[38]Royal: 92/100[39]Destructoid9/100 EurogamerEssential[1 7]Famitsu39/40[18]Royal: 37/40[19]Game
Informer9.25/10[20]Royal: 9.25/10[21]Gamespot9/10[22]Royal: 10/10[23]GamesRadar+[24]IGN9.7/10[25]Royal: 10/10[26]OPM (UK)10/10[27] Royal: 10/10[28]Push Square[32]Royal: [33]RPGamer5/5[34]Royal : 4 .5/5 [33]RPGamer5/5[34]Royal : 4 .5/5 [33]RPGamer5/5[34]Royal : 4 .5/5 [33]RPGamer5/5[34]Royal : 4
.5/5 [33]RPGamer5/5[34]Royal : 4 .5/5 [33]RPGamer5/5[34]Royal : 4 .5/5 [3 36]The Guardian[36]USgamer5/5[37]RPGFan87%[29]Polygon9/10[30] Royal: Proposed[31]Product AwardThe Best Role-Playing Game Awards 2017 Persona 5 was considered one of the best role playing games of all time, received global
recognition according to a review of the comprehensive Metacritic site. Famitsu gave a positive overview of the game, with an almost absolute score. PlayStation Official Magazine - The UK has described the game as an unsautable masterpiece. One aspect of the game, which is highly appreciated, is the graphic style
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